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About This Game

The popular iPhone Flight Simulator with over 4,000,000 downloads world wide is now available on the Steam Network for PC
and MAC.

The Steam version features enhanced lighting effects, enhanced shadow effects, and all of the aircraft unlocked and available to
pilot.

Experience the thrill of flight with Flight Unlimited Las Vegas. Enjoy flying over the city of Las Vegas in one of 8 unique
aircraft or embark on a campaign of missions for the Las Vegas Mob Boss.

Over 130 sq miles of the city of Las Vegas are modeled in incredible detail.
The famous Las Vegas strip includes over 50 hotels that are modeled with photo realism. Fly past the Luxor, buzz the New York

New York, or attempt a landing on top of the Bellagio.

Cars, trucks, and buses speed around the city, gas stations and restaurants line the strip, tires smoke as the plane hits the ground,
aircraft metal deforms in a crash, the Bellagio fountains spring to life, the sun glare blinds your view, and more.

Features:
- Beautiful graphics featuring bloom lighting, real time reflections, volumetric clouds, etc.

- Over 130 sq miles of satellite imaged terrain and over 50 iconic Vegas hotels and buildings.

- Grand Theft Auto style Missions
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- 8 aircraft including the Cessna 172, Challenger Learjet, Douglas DC-3, Robin DR400, Grumman Goose Amphibious Aircraft,
Pitts Special, A10 Tank Killer, P40 Mustang, and the FA/18

- Full flap, gear, brake, and rudder controls

- Cockpit camera, Chase camera, Tower camera, and a full customizable camera

- Street traffic (cars and buses)

- Advanced particle effects (tire smoke, engine fires, water splash)

- Destructive aircraft bodies. Wings rip off, engines separate, the aircraft metal bends and deforms.
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Title: Flight Unlimited Las Vegas
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
Flight Systems LLC
Publisher:
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Release Date: 6 Jul, 2015
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Had a lot of fun playing this cooperatively.

Pros:
+ Nice feeling of progression with weapon unlocks\/upgrades
+ Lots of side objectives\/looting is fun in the levels
+ Cooperative play, and syncing up on strategy is a lot of fun

Cons:
- Playing the game stealth can be really unforgiving, and in my mind requires too much in the way of perfection
- The weapon firing feedback can be a little too subtle at times, making firefights more frustrating than fun

Would recommend to anyone looking specifically for a fun coop or heist game.. A very nice airport to add to your sim. Its very
realistic and looks great any time of day.. continuuum always nostalgic. super fun!. crazy fun with friends!. Perhaps I'll start
with the fact that I love the games of the genre of action.
The game welcomes you with interesting music and a pleasant level of pumping your ship.
There are also many skills and a variety of different weapons.
I liked the game, I recommend it!. From what i've seen so far, this game is pretty weird and amazing at the same time,

The first 15 minutes I had to figure out what the heck I was doing, but after playing for a while and getting to know the controls,
the game started becomming fun. You start to encounter weird faces in the maze, which you have to shoot down. I do not know
what the faces are \/ do. Guess I will find out.

. I have to rewrite my review.... I really enjoyed the game and the dialogue was funny and this guy being an indie developer
really worked hard on it. I 100% reccommend this game and suggest you give it a try. He is funny and intelligent as a content
creator. keep going man.. Short, intense and surreal mini VR opera. Even though I'm not sure it is meant to be scary, some of
the scenes may give you nightmares!

https://youtu.be/3TVdqOf-dCk. I have a few problems with this game...
1.Takes far to long to get idle bitcoins.
2.There is no reason to buy anything but the first gpu (no caps on how many you can have)
3.There is no way to exit unless you use Alt+F4 or open task manager.
4.Hit boxes on all the buttons are way smaller than the picture/ text.
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What a great chapter! It's so refreshing to deviate from the standard formula even if just by a bit. Chariots of the Dogs is a
completely new approach that pays off in spades. The story and gameplay revolve around exploring different time periods,
leading to some neat causation puzzles that must be solved.

While this is the closest to confusing the series has ever gotten, this episode is so fun. Even failure leads to some great moments
of creativity on Telltales part. Even when you do things incorrectly, seeing the results with some funny dialogue can make the
tougher challenges much easier to stomach. It's Sam & Max at its best.. This is a pretty good add-on. With all my settings turned
up for the most part it still runs smoothly even with payware aircraft.. Generic puzzle platformer with no depth to it whatsoever..
i played for like an hour and a halfand the game started to crash every time i want to play.. just redownloading hopfully it
works.... suuuuuper creepy game. I love it. 10\/10. Enjoyed playing it, but i dont think its worth the price
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